SUSTAINABLE TOURISM ROUND UP
FEBRUARY 2021
Dear Tourism Colleague,
The Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO) looks forward with great anticipation to the
continued recovery and resurgence of Caribbean Tourism, noting the strides being made by the
international medical community and efforts by regional governments in developing relevant
protocols and response strategies. This February edition of the Sustainable Tourism Roundup
features information and updates relevant to sustainable tourism product development and
various resources to support your ongoing efforts and initiatives in response to COVID-19. You
are encouraged to take action where appropriate and to disseminate this information widely for
the benefit of all tourism stakeholders.

CTO INITIATIVES
Sustainable Tourism Destination Management Online
Certificate Programme
Start Your Professional Development Today!
The coronavirus pandemic that has crippled the
tourism industry demonstrates the urgent need for
a sustainable leadership approach—one that
focuses on resiliency, resourcefulness and
efficiency.
George Washington University’s Professional
Certificate in Sustainable Tourism Destination
Management prepares tourism professionals to
manage destinations with the future in mind.
The program provides participants with an
overview of the key aspects of responsible
destination management along with practical, realworld applications designed for today's tourism
landscape. Taught by tourism professionals, the
online courses feature live lectures, real-world
case studies and provide essential insights—all in
a flexible and interactive format.

Member Special - Professional Certificate in Sustainable Tourism Destination
Management
The CTO has once again partnered with the George Washington University International
Institute of Tourism Studies (GW IITS) to offer members discounted access to the university’s
Professional Certificate in Sustainable Tourism Destination Management (Online
Programme).
As you work to complete your resource development plans for 2021, we encourage you to
consider this accredited Professional Certificate. Also, individuals who may have completed
courses last year can continue to work towards achieving the Professional Certificate, as up to
three (3) years are allowed to finish the full programme. In 2020, forty (40) individuals from
nine (9) CTO member countries benefitted from participation in the programme and obtained
certification, with seven (7) individuals completing the full programme and earning the
Professional Certificate.
The 2021 Programme
·

The June 2021 courses will run from June 7 to 27. An introductory course will be held
on June 1. The courses that will be offered during this summer session are listed below
(click the links for descriptions.):
o Introduction to Sustainable Tourism (June 7 – 13)
o Destination Management (June 14 – 20)
o Destination Marketing (June 21 – 27)

·

The following courses will be offered in October 2021:
o Product Development (October 11 – 17)
o Destination Investment & Finance (October 18 – 24)
o Destination Policy & Planning (October 25 – 31)

·

The fees that will apply to CTO members are as follows:
Number of
courses per
person
One course
Two Courses
Three Courses

Standard rate
(US$)

CTO Member
rate (US$)

$495
$990
$1350

$445
$940
$1300

CTO Member rate,
with the Early Bird
discount (US$)
$430
$910
$1250

Please note the following:
1.
2.
3.

To access the discounts outlined above, the code CTO-50 must be when completing the
registration.
The Early Bird discount ends on May 3, 2021.
The multi-course discounts are applied to an individual registering, or being registered
for two or three course at the same time.

4.

The courses are offered over one-week periods and each one should take
students about ten (10) to twelve (12) hours to complete.

5.

A minimum number of registrants is required for the courses to be offered.

Additional details about the Professional Certificate in Sustainable Destination Management,
please visit the programme website here. To register for the courses, please click here.

REGIONAL & INTERNATIONAL PARTNER INITIATIVES

CARPHA Situation Report No. 137
– March 4, 2021
Report by the Caribbean Public Health Agency (CARPHA)

Attached is the Situation Report No. 137 on the Coronavirus Pandemic in the Caribbean as at
March 4, published by the Caribbean Public Health Agency (CARPHA). CARPHA in its role as
the regional public health agency for the Caribbean has produced various information resources
and tools. Please visit the CARPHA website for updates and toolkits including Technical
Guidance Documents, Prevention Measures and Travel Advisories, via the following website:
https://carpha.org/What-We-Do/Public-Health/Novel-Coronavirus

_________________________________________
Caribbean Tourism Climatic Bulletin
A Joint Bulletin by the Caribbean
Tourism
Organization,
the
Caribbean Hotel & Tourism
Association and the Caribbean
Institute for Meteorology and
Hydrology

The purpose of this bulletin is
to help tourism businesses
and policymakers identify and
prepare for favourable or
inclement climate conditions
in the Caribbean and source
markets, before they occur.
The full bulletin is attached
for your information.
It is recommended that
industry stakeholders use the seasonal climate forecast information for the upcoming period
(March – May 2021) presented in this Bulletin in tandem with weather forecasts (1-7 days). This
suite of information can inform strategic and operational decisions related to the use of
environmental resources, marketing, and enhancement of the visitor experience.

Caribbean Climate Outlook Newsletter

The CariCOF Climate Outlooks for March to May 2021 are now available online on
the Caribbean Regional Climate Centre's website and can all be accessed here. The latest
climate outlook products include the Temperature and Precipitation Outlook Maps, the Drought
Outlook, the Wet Days & Wet Spells Outlook, the Experimental Dry Spell Outlook, and
The Caribbean Climate Outlook Newsletter (PDF download of the Newsletter here .
Summary for the upcoming 3-month period, March to May 2021: "A likely fading La Niña event
is forecast to possibly increase rainfall amounts in Belize and the Guianas. At the same time,
the potential for flooding, flash floods and related hazards will increase from marginal in March
across the region to limited to moderate by May. Importantly, dry spells are likely to be frequent
in Belize and the islands, except in mountainous areas. Towards May, such dry spells may
spark some heatwaves as the region moves into the Heat Season, which could start intensely in
the Western Caribbean."
___________________________________________________________________________

Caribbean Drought Bulletin

Please see the latest drought outlook from the Caribbean Institute for Metrology and Hydrology
(CIMH) covering the 3-month period, November 2020 to January 2021. We encourage you to
pay keen attention/ take the appropriate actions if and where necessary. Click HERE to access
the outlook information.
____________________________________________________________________________

Sargassum Outlook – February 2021
By University of South Florida Optical Oceanography Lab

Attached is the February 2021 update for the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico.
Overall, the situation is similar to last month, except that more Sargassum has been transported
to the eastern Caribbean Sea from the tropical Atlantic Ocean.

Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management
Agency (CDEMA) – Situation Report No. 7

Attached is the CDEMA Situation Report No.7 as at 5 March 2021 on the effusive eruption at
La Soufrière Volcano, St. Vincent & the Grenadines.
____________________________________________________________________________

Some Merchandising Ideas in the Age of
Pandemics
By Tourism & More, Inc.
Even with the arrival of vaccines, and the hopeful large scale inoculations tourism leaders know
that these next few months will not be easy. In many places there has been a second or third
wave, and other nations are now dealing with alternative strains of the virus. Until the pandemic
ends it will be necessary to increase our merchandizing skills both for tangible products and for
those products that are intangible but very much a part of the travel and tourism
experience. Due to the Covid-19 economic meltdown throughout much of the world, how we
market and merchandise may determine the difference between an acceptable year of recovery
and a year of business failures. More than ever for many businesses this (northern
hemisphere) winter merging into spring may face a make-or-break situation.
The economic uncertainties have manifested themselves in many ways, multiple stock markets
are on a roller coaster, increased unemployment is a major problem, airlines have not
recovered, and tax revenues are down across the world. The travel and tourism industries have
an ever more important role to play in helping both local and national economies recover.
Toward this end, Tourism Tidbits offers some insights into merchandising. It is always a good
idea to remember that merchandising is not marketing and after a period where shopping
moved from stores to computers, storeowners and tourism officials will have to work
extraordinarily hard to regain clientele.
Marketing is all about getting the customer or client to come into a store or place of
business, and merchandising is what happens once the person has decided to enter the
premises.
Because shopping plays such an important role in tourism, it is essential that all tourism
professionals also know something about merchandising and work with local storeowners and
merchants. Tourism professionals dare not forget that if shopping is a major tourism sport and if
shopping is reduced to buying on-line then they have lost not only an important part of the
tourism profits but also an important tourism activity.

Too often tourism professionals spend a great amount of money on research, creativity and
money on marketing and very little on how they present their product or what happens after the
visitor arrives on the scene. The same is true of tourism academics who might emphasize data
that are not always helpful to the people working in the tourism industry. To help you with your
merchandising strategies Tourism Tidbits offers some basic principles and ideas:
-Remember that you can merchandise not only things, but also ideas, and concepts. Tourism
is about ideas and the creation of memories. These products should also be merchandised with
care. No matter what the tourism product, dsiplay it in a variety of places and circumstances, so
that the idea seeks into the subconscious and the visitor remains in your locale for a longer
period of time.
-Design displays with the consumer's needs in mind. Incorporate into your displays articles and
information that is useful rather than simply pretty. For example, if you are merchandizing a
brochure the rule is: the simpler the better. Too many tourism brochures are so filled with
information that in the end no one reads anything.
-Avoid clutter and develop themes. Too much is never good! If there is too much displayed or
too many offerings the mind often gets confused. Pick a theme, make it clear, and allow people
to see what you have without cluttering up their mind. Most people can focus on one thing
without distractions but too many themes in one place create states of mental cacophony
-Take the time to critique your place of business and your office from a merchandizing
perspective. Analyze how you have arranged your space, be that space a store, visitor bureau,
attraction or even school. What is the first thing that your customer or visitor sees? What type
of ambiance have you created, and does it enhance the product that you are selling? Is your
entrance cluttered or too emotionally cold? How does your locale smell? Are there flowers in
abundance or is the locale dirty? Do not forget the importance of restrooms. People are more
likely to make a purchase in a place where the restrooms are clean.
-No matter what your product may be, seek ways to be attractive to the eye. Often large and
colorful items will attract customers allowing them to look at the surrounding merchandise. The
key to good merchandising is creativity. If your merchandise or product is not presented in a
positive light, the customer will ignore it. Detail and care are essential. Remember that this
principle holds true not only for tangible products such as store goods but also intangible
products, events and even education.
-Lighting should complement your goal/theme rather than working against it. There is a time for
every form of lighting. Think through what it is that you are trying to accomplish. Is your goal to
make your merchandise easily seeable or are you seeking a romantic mood? Will the lighting
impact the way your customers see themselves or you? Do your customers want to see what
they are buying or would they prefer a softer approach? Think through how you can use lighting
to guide people to different places within a store, hotel or attraction.
-Make your summer displays universal. We live in a multi-cultural world. Be wise enough to
recognize different religions and holidays and nationalities. Tourism is all about the celebration
of the “other”, and it seeks inclusively rather than exclusivity. Use seasonal displays to include
as many groups of people as possible and as teaching and educational tools. Create displays
with several holidays in mind. For example, you might use an ecology theme to promote
holidays that often are not associated with that theme. Decorations that show the buyer a
creative approach in displaying your product may also get the visitor not only to think about
return trips, but also tell friends and family about your locale.

-Design your displays so as to incorporate something or your or community's personality.
Unique displays become attractions in and of themselves and often add to the customer's
overall experience and sense that you care about him or her. Try to show in your displays that
your customers/visitors are important to you. Design your displays carefully. Large items with
rich colors tend to attract attention. Always work to inspire your customers.
-When designing displays chose your colors wisely and then use colors and more
colors! Vibrant colors can save a display or create a memory. Even brochure racks or
bookshelves can be turned into creative experiences with the use of a vibrant color. Use colors
to liven up any scene. Choose colors that re-enforce your message. Thus, school children
learn best when the colors bring them to a sense of creativity, while hotel bedrooms may seek
to use quieter colors that promote sleep. Adding colors does not need to be expensive. For
example, wrapping paper used behind a shelf can change the entire look of a display case.
-Do not just sell something but also give something away. People love to receive something for
nothing. Create open houses, have give-aways and turn being in your place of business not
merely a shopping experience but an event. Souvenirs also act as free advertisements creating
not only a word-of-mouth buzz but also act to encourage repeat business.
The goal of "Tourism Tidbits" is to provide travel professionals with a monthly, easy-to-read overview of creative
ideas. With proper referencing, we invite you to quote or reproduce "Tourism Tidbits"
and to pass it along to a friend. For more information, please contact
Dr. Peter Tarlow at ptarlow@tourismandmore.com or visit www.tourismandmore.com
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